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How People Are Finding 
Businesses In The Digital Age
With changing times, the way
people search for businesses
have changed.  

Today, many still turn to family
and friends for
recommendations; however,
more people are turning to
online search engines to begin
the process of finding the type of
business for which they are
looking. Whether they start with
a general question about the
service or product they are
looking for or conduct a
company search.  

This is where the advantage of
pay-per-click (PPC) advertising
comes in. PPC helps boost your
business’s visibility in search
engines, such as Google, it also
helps you get viewed first. 

Considering recent research, many
companies are making an effort to
improve visibility on the search
engine results page (SERP).
However, in today’s advanced
search climate, it takes more than
good search engine optimization
practices to get noticed. It requires
competitive advertising. 

PPC ads are now dominating the
top of the search engine results
page. 

In this newsletter, our team at Fire
Mic Media explain how PPC has
grown, the essential role it plays in
marketing today, and how it can be
the game changer in generating
high-value customers for your
company. 
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The Businesses Who Are 

Seen First in Search

Conduct a search on Google for
the type of services you provide,
and you will find that the first
few listings are PPC ads at the
top of the page, and you likely
won’t see any unpaid results
until you scroll down past the
map. If you were to conduct the
same search on a smartphone,
then you would have to do even
more scrolling to get to the
unpaid results.  

The truth: Only the firms with the
top PPC ads will be immediately
seen by their prospects, and those
not advertising at all will find their
unpaid listings buried far down the
results page.   

Businesses who are investing
properly in PPC are being found
faster and increasing their
exposure. From what Fire Mic
Media has witnessed, companies
are generating better-quality leads,
especially with the advanced
targeting capabilities that are
available with PPC today.   

Continue reading to learn more
about how PPC ads have changed
over the past couple decades and
the important role they play today. 

"ACTIONS SPEAK 
LOUDER THAN 

WORDS, BUT WORDS 
SOMETIMES GET ALL 

THE ATTENTION." 
-sUSAN GALE
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The Evolution of PPC: 
A Key Role In Search
Previously, unpaid results were
the make-up of search engines. A
business's optimal chance of
being discovered by prospective
clients online relied on strategies
such as keyword optimization and
back- links. When PPC
advertising entered the market, it
changed the dynamics of
searching. 

History of PPC Ads

In the 1990s, search engines
began implementing ads in their
search results. In the early 2000s,
they took off due to companies
such as Google and Overture
Services INC., which was later
purchased by Yahoo.  

Over time, search engines reined
their paid search advertising
models. 

For example, Google introduced
Quality Score to AdWords, which
added greater emphasis to
measure things such as the
quality and relevance of an ad.
This made it easier for advertisers
to capture new business through
PPC ads.  Thus, the current PPC
model was created. 

The Growing Importance 

of PPC On The SERP

While maintaining relevance on
unpaid search rankings is still an
important practice, ads have
become an increasingly focal
point of the search engine results
page.   

Review the evolution of the
Google SERP on the next page to
see why having an ad presence is
vital to your visibility in search.  
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The Evolution of the Search 
Engine Results Page 
2007-2014

Appearing at the top of the unpaid results was critical
to be seen online.  
Ranking on page 1 of Google results equates to
optimal traffic.  
Visually, paid ads and unpaid listings were dissimilar
with paid ads appearing on the right-hand side of the
page, isolated from un-paid searches. 

Today

Ads are no longer shown on the right-hand side.  
3 to 4 ads are shown at the top of the results page,
then a location-based map and local listings, then
unpaid search results, and another 3 ads before you
can get to page 2.  
On smartphones, unpaid results have been pushed
further down the page.  
Google continues to drive consumers performing
searches to click on relevant paid search ads. 
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2007-2014

Today
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Today, PPC is an essential piece of the online search experience.
 Online users are accustomed to seeing these ads at the top of their
search results but are more likely to click on them in certain types of
searches. Industry research shows that clicks on PPC ads outnumber
clicks on unpaid results for keyword searches with high commercial
intent.  It is essential to be in the right place at the right time in search
engines for your potential legal clients, and PPC makes that possible. 
   
According to the PwC and the interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB),
revenue generated by search advertising jumped from $29.5 billion in
2015's fiscal year to $35 billion in 2016's fiscal year, representing a 19%
increase.  In 2016, search advertising accounted for nearly half of all
Internet ad revenue, proving it to be an important player on the
advertising front. 

Your position 

without PPC 

advertising
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The Competitive PPC 
Perspective 

As more advertisers see the value of
paid search advertising, PPC is
becoming more competitive. There
are many businesses investing in
paid search ads, so they can ensure
their firms are seen right away by
prospects in relevant online
searches, and most importantly
before their competitors.   

Not every business that runs PPC
ads will be successful in driving
more customers or achieving high
returns on investment (ROI),
considering that certain terms are
some of the most expensive
keywords online in query streams.   

Continue reading for an overview of
how PPC ads work and how they can
give your firm a more competitive
advantage. 

"Internet 
Cannibalisation: 

Ranking for the same term 
with multiple similar 

pages can reduce your top 
rankings due to 

clustering in google. 
Connect content together 

effectively to combat 
this." 

-Jon Earnshaw
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The Competitive PPC 
Perspective 
Here is how PPC advertising helps turn online 

visitors into new business for your company.

You bid on
keywords

related to the
types of clients

you want to
attract.

You set up your
targeting to

reach the right
audience in the
right locations. 

A prospect, in one
of your geological

target areas,
searches for the
type of services

you provide.

3 to 4 PPC ads
appear at the

top of the
search engine
results page. 

The user clicks
on one of the
top listings. 

The user is
taken to a

landing page
and contacts

your company.  
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PPC ads are designed to help you reach
the correct audience at the right time.
This means reaching the types of
individuals you are targeting as potential
clients at the moment they are seeking
services you provide.   

When you show your ad to an audience
that has expressed a high level of
interest through search, you are more
likely to turn these users into new
website visitors, and thus resulting into
new clients. You can target your
audience through keywords,
demographics, device, location, and
other factors.  

How PPC Gives Your Company 
A Competitive Advantage 
1. More Targeted Traffic

Google PPC ads get you prime real estate
on the SERP because they appear at the top
and bottom of the page. The top placements
are ideal for immediately grabbing a user's
attention. For example, a user may notice a
law firm in a paid search ad before noticing
one that is ranked number 1 in the unpaid
portion, especially on smartphones due to
the smaller screen size.  

2. Increased Visibility On 

Search Engines

Unlike SEO, where you slowly build up
your credibility with search engines,
paid search gets your ads immediately
shown on page 1.  

This is valuable when you are looking
to:  

3. Instant Exposure

Drive more traffic to your website.  
Gain exposure in search engines
while you are building your unpaid
ranking. 
Quickly target a specific event that
occurred, where it is very important
to reach the audience immediately.   
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4. Controlled Costs

With PPC, you only pay when your
ad is actually clicked as opposed to
when it is simply seen in the search
results. By only paying for the
users who have expressed interest
in your ad through a click, you
reduce the chances of wasting
money on irrelevant leads. You
have total control over your budget
such as how much you want to
spend on advertising each day to
how much you are willing to spend
for each click. You can adjust your
budget as needed.  

For example, let's say for each day
you want to spend $150 on
advertising. You are able to
manage by the amount you pay per
click by how much you pay for your
keywords. Different keywords have
a different amount that you are
charged for. If your budget for
advertising is limited, then you can
choose keywords for your
advertisement that are relevant to
your searches but are more fiscally
conservative. 

Unlike traditional advertising like
TV or radio, paid search allows
you to see how your audience is
responding to your ads. When
you run an ad on Google, you
have access to analytics that
provide insights on your ads,
including the number of people
clicking on your ads, the number
of calls that your ads generated,
keywords quality score for
relevance of your keywords to the
services you provide, calculate
the costs vs the profits, your site
speed, and much more. 

5. Measurable Insights
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Want more customers from 
your online advertising?

Don't let the cost of advertising 
outweigh the profits, contact 

Fire Mic Media at (248)862-5333 
or visit us at www.firemic.com


